NEWS COMMENT INSPIRATION DEBATE

“We tend to spend a lot of time eating
together. Why might this be important?”

“The Son of Man has come eating and drinking ... ‘Look, a glutton and a drunkard, a friend of
tax collectors and sinners!’”
Luke 7:34

T

he 1987 film Babette’s Feast, based
on a short novel by Karen Blixen, is
a visual delight. Babette, a former
chef at the renowned Café Anglais
in Paris, having taken refuge with two
sisters in a small coastal village in Jutland,
cooks a fabulous banquet for them and for
the pious community to which they belong.
Only one diner, a famed general, is able to
appreciate the food – recalling a meal he
once had in the Café Anglais. For the rest,
they anxiously agree to consume the meal,
fearful that sensuous sinfulness will enter
their fellowship through this food.
The community resists any pleasure
that fine dining might offer. A combination
of Babette’s generosity and the general’s
spiritual awareness slowly breaks down
the community mistrust of the experience
– and indeed of one another. The meal, the
mellowing of the wine, the companionship
and the reconciling action of the Spirit all
exercise the power to put right old wrongs,
reawaken old love, break down barriers and
create a new spirit in each and amongst
them all. What the eaters had feared would
be an opportunity for sin to enter their
community brought instead the Spirit of
love, reconciliation and renewal into their
lives and their living.
The culmination is in the supper as a
recapitulation of the Last Supper and an
anticipation of the celestial banquet. A
Christian viewer will be constantly aware
of the symbolism and imagery. If one’s first
reaction is to the visual delight, it is likely to
become a deep consciousness of the capacity
of the physical and the spiritual united in
transforming power.
Table fellowship is central to Jesus’
engagement with others. To take the
Gospel of Luke alone: Jesus is at the

‘Table fellowship is central
to Jesus’ engagement’
banquet thrown by Levi where he eats
with tax collectors and sinners; at Simon
the Pharisee’s, while at table, he accepts
anointing by a sinner; there is the feeding
of the multitude; he receives hospitality
from Mary and Martha; he has dinner
with a Pharisee and argues about ritual
washing; he uses a dinner with Pharisees
to speak against wrongheaded status play;
he eats with Zacchaeus to the irritation of
others; he sits at a table with his disciples
on the night of his betrayal, and he shares
in the breaking of bread on the Emmaus
road. These are occasions of learning and
confrontation, of hospitality and hope, of
remembering and anticipating, of creating
community and a new social order, of
redemption and reorientation.
Recently, I have experienced something
of the breadth of food provision and
practice in Church life and mission. A
delegation from Scottish College visited a
Danish church supermarket selling surplus
food. At our synod ministers’ conference
we heard of a “bun and blether” event

that helped employers support the mental
wellbeing of their workers through cake
and discussion. Congregations are involved
in foodbanks, community cafes and funeral
tea provision.
Our tendency in the Scottish College
to spend a lot of time eating together
sometimes causes amusement (and perhaps
occasionally envy!). Our programme has
been called “theological education by
grazing”. Indeed, we do munch our way
through most of our teaching sessions
(making sure that we have our five-a-day,
lest we be accused of unhealthy gluttony).
Why might this way of working be
important? We get to know one another
deeply and in a special way around a table.
We relax, share humour and learn to trust
one another, to be open and to speak gently
to one another. We become attentive
to one another’s needs. We share in an
experience that is intellectual but engages
other aspects of our being too. We welcome
others into our community and know the
joy of hospitality. In table fellowship, we are
able to tease out and practise what ministry
is and will be for us. The eating is not
ancillary but central.
Yet, this celebration of food and feeding
reminds me of other and more challenging
experiences: of Communion celebrations
that have little celebratory feel to them; of
churches where after-worship coffee has
been abandoned because everyone has to
rush away; of visiting preachers, some from
a distance, not offered a cup of tea.
The sumptuous banquet of Babette’s Feast
might appear at one level rather indulgent
but it speaks of generosity of disposition,
of spiritual abundance, of sacrificial giving,
of openness and sharing, of a deep talking
and listening, of capacity for (re)building
community. Might these be the things for
which the world is hungry?
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Small group discussion questions
July/August 2016
Chapter & verse – Jack Dyce (page 18)
Read Luke 7:33-35 and Luke 22:14-23 followed by Jack Dyce’s article.
1. Referring to the 1987 film, Babette’s Feast, Jack Dyce describes people who are ‘fearful that
sensuous sinfulness will enter their fellowship’ through food. In what ways can our senses
encourage behaviours and attitudes that are contrary to what God expects of us? How
might this contrast with what we expect of ourselves?
2. In Luke 7:34 Jesus’ enemies call him ‘a glutton and a drunkard’. Why do you think they
made this accusation? What do you think was the truth behind it?
3. In paragraph six, Jack says: ‘We get to know one another deeply and in a special way
around a table.’ Do you agree? How often do you gather around a table in your life, and
what do these meetings bring?
4. In what ways can eating together be a spiritual act?
5. What challenges does table fellowship bring, and what might prohibit people from being
able to participate?
6. What does bad table fellowship look like? The penultimate paragraph of ‘Chapter & verse’
suggests lacklustre Communion celebrations, ‘churches where after-worship coffee has
been abandoned ... [and] visiting preachers ... not offered a cup of tea’. Are there domestic
equivalents to these examples?
7. The article ends by suggesting what the world might be hungry for: generosity of
disposition, spiritual abundance, sacrificial giving, openness, deep talking and listening and
the capacity for (re)building community. What, in your view, is today’s world is hungry for?
8. What steps can the Church and society take to meet the needs discussed above?
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For further reflection: ‘On this mountain the Lord of hosts will make for all peoples a feast
of rich food, a feast of well-aged wines, of rich food filled with marrow, of well-aged wines
strained clear.’ Isaiah 25:6
Prayer: Lord, we thank you for spiritually feeding us, and for the opportunity to eat and
talk together. We remember those for whom fellowship is not easy, or possible. May you
continue to provide for us the sustenance needed to act in ways that reflect your glory.
Amen.
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